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CHAPTER 10 OVERVIEW: Text Pages 145–158
GRAMMAR
REVIEW OF VERB TENSES
PRESENT TENSE: TO BE
My computer is broken.

SIMPLE PAST
You just ate both our salads.

PRESENT CONTINUOUS
I’m having trouble putting up my satellite dish.

PRESENT PERFECT
How long has it been broken?
It’s been broken for two days.

SIMPLE PRESENT
I don’t feel like going on a picnic today.
CONDITIONALS: REVIEW
If I hadn’t gone yesterday, I’d be very happy to go with you today.
If I hadn’t been very hungry, I NEVER would have eaten both our salads!
If I had known you were sick in bed, I wouldn’t have called you.
GERUNDS: REVIEW
I don’t feel like going on a picnic today.
I suppose you’d get tired of going on picnics if you went on picnics all the time!

FUNCTIONS

ASKING

EXTENDING

Do you realize what you just did?!

AN INVITATION

Would you like to go on a picnic with me
today?
Do you want to go on a picnic with me today?
How would you like to go on a picnic with me
today?
DECLINING

AN INVITATION

FOR AND

REPORTING INFORMATION

How long has it been broken?
APOLOGIZING
I’m really sorry.
I’m really sorry, Gary.
MAKING

A

DEDUCTION

I don’t think so.

I must have been very hungry.

To be honest, I really don’t feel like going
on a picnic today.

INITIATING

I hope you understand.

OFFERING

If I hadn’t gone on a picnic yesterday, I’d be
very happy to go on a picnic with you today.

Is there anything I can do to help?

EXPRESSING DISAPPOINTMENT
That’s too bad.
I’m disappointed.
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A

TOPIC

You seem upset. Is anything wrong?
TO

HELP

SYMPATHIZING
I’m sorry to hear that.
I know how upset you must be.
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REQUESTING

REMEMBERING
I remember when

MY

computer was broken.

EXPRESSING GRATITUDE

Could you possibly come over and give me a
hand?
EXPRESSING INABILITY

Thanks for asking.

I’m afraid I can’t come over right now.

GREETING PEOPLE

MAKING

Hello, Carlos? This is Gary.
Hi, Gary. How are you?
I’m okay.

A

DEDUCTION

I suppose you’d get tired of going on picnics
if you went on picnics all the time!

FOCUSING ATTENTION

FOCUSING ATTENTION

Listen, Carlos,

After all, . . .

NEW VOCABULARY
Verbs

Pets

EXPRESSIONS

disconnect
erase
get tired of
insist
lose my balance
misunderstand
rewind
urge

bird food
hamster
pet food

about to
after a few seconds
at night
give me a hand
have my mind on something
else
out of order
the past week
to be honest

Adjectives
crazy
unemployed

Computers
delete (v)
files
key
program (v)

Home
front door
garbage pail
wallpaper

Health

Cars
“lemon”
traffic jam

Skiing
ski instructor
ski resort
slope

Miscellaneous
balance
button
diner
mess
nearby
overnight train
past (prep)
pillow
practice (n)
scrap paper
tape

chicken pox
wisdom teeth
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Text Page 145: Chapter Opening Page
VOCABULARY PREVIEW
You may want to introduce these words before beginning the chapter, or you may choose
to wait until they first occur in a specific lesson. If you choose to introduce them at this
point, here are some suggestions:
1. Have students look at the illustrations on text page 145 and identify the words
they already know.
2. Present the vocabulary. Say each word and have the class repeat it chorally and
individually. Check students’ understanding and pronunciation of the words.
3. Practice the vocabulary as a class, in pairs, or in small groups. Have students
cover the word list and look at the pictures. Practice the words in the following
ways:
• Say a word or phrase and have students tell the number of the illustration.

• Give the number of an illustration and have students say the word.
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Text Pages 146–147: Would You Like to Go on a Picnic
with Me Today?
FOCUS

SIDE BY SIDE EXERCISES
Examples

• Verb Tense Review

INTRODUCING THE MODEL
1. Have students look at the model illustration.
2. Set the scene: “A young man is asking a
young woman to go on a picnic with him, but
she doesn’t want to go.”
3. Present the model.
4. Full-Class Repetition.
Pronunciation Note
The pronunciation focus of Chapter 10 is
Would you & Could you (text page 158).
You may wish to model this pronunciation
at this point and encourage students to
incorporate it into their language practice.
Would you like to go on a picnic with
me today?
Would you like to see a movie with
me today?
5. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the expressions
to be honest, get tired of.
6. Group Choral Repetition.
7. Choral Conversation.
8. Call on one or two pairs of students to present
the dialog.
(For additional practice, do Choral
Conversation in small groups or by rows.)

1. A. Would you like to see a movie with
me today?
B. I don’t think so. To be honest, I really
don’t feel like seeing a movie today.
I saw a movie yesterday.
A. That’s too bad. I’m disappointed.
B. I hope you understand. If I hadn’t
seen a movie yesterday, I’d be very
happy to see a movie with you today.
A. Of course I understand! After all, I
suppose you’d get tired of seeing
movies if you saw movies all the time!
2. A. Would you like to go to the mall with
me today?
B. I don’t think so. To be honest, I really
don’t feel like going to the mall today.
I went to the mall yesterday.
A. That’s too bad. I’m disappointed.
B. I hope you understand. If I hadn’t
gone to the mall yesterday, I’d be very
happy to go to the mall with you today.
A. Of course I understand! After all, I
suppose you’d get tired of going to the
mall if you went to the mall all the
time!
1. Exercise 1: Call on two students to present
the dialog. Then do Choral Repetition and
Choral Conversation practice.
2. Exercise 2: Same as above.
3. Exercises 3–7: Either Full-Class Practice or
Pair Practice.
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1. Present the expressions.
New Vocabulary

2. Full-Class Repetition.

6. diner

3. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the expressions.

4. Exercise 8: Have students use the model as
a guide to create their own conversations,
using vocabulary of their choice. Encourage
students to use dictionaries to find new words
they want to use. This exercise can be done
orally in class or for written homework. If
you assign it for homework, do one example
in class to make sure students understand
what’s expected. Have students present their
conversations in class the next day.

4. Group Choral Repetition.
5. Have students practice the conversations in
this lesson again using any of these new
expressions.
6. Call on pairs to present their conversations
to the class.

WORKBOOK
Pages 139–141

Invitations: There are many ways to
extend invitations with varying degrees of
directness. Invitations beginning with Do
you want to . . . ? are more direct than those
beginning with How would you like . . . ? or
Would you like . . . ?

1. Scrambled Sentences ★

c. Have pairs work together to write each
sentence in its correct order. For example:

a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Write individual sentences out of order on the
board. For example:
tired sailing you’d went time! I
if sailing the going suppose
of get you all
glad hadn’t yesterday,
I’d today. seen to
one a

be see I
movie If

today working the because out
worked feel I out the really
gym I gym don’t like
yesterday. at at

I suppose you’d get tired of going sailing if you
went sailing all the time.

d. Have students compare their sentences with
the class.
Variation: Write the words to several sentences
on separate cards. Divide the class into small
groups, and have students work together to put
the sentences into correct order.

2. Finish the Sentence Game ★★
a. Write the following on the board:
to
ing
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b. Divide the class into two teams.
c. Read each of the sentence beginnings below
and have members of each team take turns
completing the sentence. For example:
Teacher: John doesn’t like his job, so he’s
considering . . .
Student: quitting.

If the sentence is completed correctly, that
team gets a point. If the sentence is
completed incorrectly, a team member from
the other team gets a chance to answer it.
The team with the most points wins the
sentence game.
Sentence beginnings:
John doesn’t like his job, so he’s considering . . .
Alexandra has been looking at apartments
around the city for a few months, and she’s
decided . . .
Billy is six years old now. This year in school he’s
going to learn a lot of things. He’s going to
learn . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Baker live in the suburbs. They
almost never go into the city because they
can’t stand . . .
George has become a successful restaurant
owner. He says he likes . . .
In some parks, people aren’t allowed . . .
Diane is a good baseball player. She started . . .
Last week Tim’s boss told him he must get to
work on time. But Tim keeps on . . .
The best way to learn English is to practice . . .
Many people would be more successful if they
stopped . . .
Julie likes to stay home on weekends, but her
husband enjoys . . .
Mrs. McDonald gets sunburned very easily, so
she avoids . . .
Betty is very bored with her life. She wants to
make some changes. She’s thinking about . . .
My brother-in-law is a fantastic singer. He
began . . .
Bill’s grandmother is in excellent health for
someone her age, but she DOES have a little
trouble . . .
Jennifer says she’ll quit her job if her boss
refuses . . .

Arthur’s mother always worries about him.
She’s afraid he’ll forget . . .
Walter has gained a lot of weight. He’s
decided to go on a diet, and he’s also
considering . . .

3. An Ideal Day ★★★
a. Tell about an ideal day. For example:
If I could do anything I wanted tomorrow, I
would drive to the mountains with a few
friends. I love having picnics in the mountains.
We’d take fruit, cheese, and sandwiches. We’d
go walking in the mountains and enjoy the
clean fresh air.

b. Talk with your students about what an ideal
day would be like for THEM. Ask: “If you could
do anything you wanted tomorrow, what
would you do? Why?”
You can do this activity with the whole class
or have pairs of students talk with each
other and then report back to the class
about what the other person said.

Variation: For homework, have students write
about an ideal day. Collect the papers and
distribute them at random to the class. Have
those students read the papers to the class and
see if others can guess whose ideal day it was.

4. Weekend Activities ★★★
a. Write on the board:
What do you feel like doing this weekend?
What are you tired of doing on the weekends?

b. In pairs, have students answer the two
questions and then report back to the class.

5. Class Survey: Favorite Leisure
Activities ★★★
a. Have students interview each other and ask
about favorite leisure activities.
b. Have students report back to the class
about their interviews.
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Text Pages 148–149: Do You Realize What You Just Did?!
FOCUS
• Review: Past Unreal Conditional
• Review: Must have to Express Past
Probability

INTRODUCING THE MODEL
1. Have students look at the model illustration.
2. Set the scene: “A man and a woman are
having dinner in a restaurant. The woman is
upset.”
3. Present the model.

B. I did?
A. Yes, you did.
B. I’m really sorry. I must have forgotten
your address. If I hadn’t forgotten
your address, I NEVER would have
driven past your house!

1. Exercise 1: Introduce the word scrap paper.
Call on two students to present the dialog.
Then do Choral Repetition and Choral
Conversation practice.
2. Exercise 2: Introduce the preposition past.
Same as above.
3. Exercises 3–12: Either Full-Class Practice
or Pair Practice.

4. Full-Class Repetition.
5. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the expression
I’m really sorry.
6. Group Choral Repetition.
7. Choral Conversation.
8. Call on one or two pairs of students to
present the dialog.
(For additional practice, do Choral
Conversation in small groups or by rows.)

SIDE BY SIDE EXERCISES
Examples
1. A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.

Do you realize what you just did?!
No. What did I just do?
You just threw out my homework!
I did?
Yes, you did.
I’m really sorry. I must have thought
it was scrap paper. If I hadn’t thought
it was scrap paper, I NEVER would have
thrown out your homework!

2. A. Do you realize what you just did?!
B. No. What did I just do?
A. You just drove past my house!
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New Vocabulary
3. disconnect
button
5. lose my balance
6. bird food
hamster
pet food
7. have my mind on something else
8. delete
files
key
10. misunderstand
11. erase
rewind
tape
12. pillow
Language Note
Exercise 8: When the verb hit is used
with the object keys, it means to press.

WORKBOOK
Pages 142–143
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1. Do You Remember? ★
Ask questions about the characters in the
exercises and see if students can remember the
reasons why they did the things they did. For
example:
Teacher: Why did the man in the model
conversation eat both their salads?
Student: He must have been very hungry.
Teacher: Why did the woman in Exercise 4 hit
someone with her umbrella?
Student: She must have been looking the
other way.

Variation: ★★ Do the activity as a game with
competing teams. A member of Team 1 answers
a question. If the student responds correctly,
that team gets a point. For an extra 2 points,
the student can add the if-clause—for example:
“If he hadn’t been very hungry, he never would
have eaten both their salads.” The team with
the most points wins the game.

2. Matching Sentences ★
a. Make the following set of split-sentence
cards:
If I hadn’t thought it
was scrap paper, . . .

I never would have
thrown out your
letter.

If I hadn’t pressed
the wrong button, . . .

I never would have
disconnected you.

If I hadn’t lost my
balance, . . .

I never would have
fallen on the sidewalk.

If I hadn’t
misunderstood the
directions to the
party, . . .

I never would have
arrived two
hours late.

If I hadn’t hit the
wrong key on my
computer, . . .

I never would have
deleted my files.

If I hadn’t been very
hungry, . . .

I never would have
ordered three pizzas.

If I hadn’t been in a
bad mood, . . .

I never would have
shouted at you.

If I hadn’t mixed up
the salt and the
sugar containers, . . .

I never would have put
salt in my coffee.

b. Distribute a card to each student.
c. Have students memorize the sentence
portions on their cards, then walk around the
room trying to find their corresponding
match.
d. Then have pairs of students say their
matching sentences aloud to the class.
Variation: Divide the class into pairs. Make a set
of the cards for each pair. Have students match
the corresponding sentences.

3. Concentration ★
a. Shuffle the cards from the above activity and
place them face down in four rows of 4 each.
b. Divide the class into two teams. The object
of the game is for students to find the
matching cards. Both teams should be able
to see all the cards, since concentrating on
their location is an important part of playing
the game.
c. A student from Team 1 turns over two cards.
If they match, the student picks up the
cards, that team gets a point, and the
student takes another turn. If the cards
don’t match, the student turns them face
down, and a member of Team 2 takes a turn.
d. The game continues until all the cards have
been matched. The team with the most
correct matches wins the game.
Variation: This game can also be played in groups
or pairs.
(continued)
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4. Continue the Conversation ★★★

6. Finish the Sentence! ★★

a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Have each pair choose one of the
conversations in the lesson—the model or
any of the exercises—and create a role play
in which that conversation continues.
c. Have the pairs present their role plays to the
class and compare their continuations of the
situation.

5. Have You Ever? ★★★
Talk with students about some of the situations
on student text pages 148 and 149.
a. Write on the board:
A. Have you ever
B. Yes, I have.
A. Why do you think it happened?
B.
If
,

?
.
.
.

b. Ask students the following questions. If the
answer is yes, have them tell the reason, using
the model on the board. For example:
A. Have you ever disconnected anyone on the
phone?
B. Yes, I have. I disconnected my friend Bob
last week.
A. Why do you think it happened?
B. I must have pressed the wrong key. If I
hadn’t pressed the wrong key, I wouldn’t
have disconnected him.

Questions:
Have you ever disconnected anyone on the
phone?
Have you ever lost your balance?
Have you ever deleted your files on the
computer?
Have you ever called someone by the wrong
name?
Have you ever erased a video by accident?
Have you ever thrown out something
important?
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Begin a sentence, and have students add
appropriate endings to the sentence. For
example:
Teacher: If I hadn’t been so tired, . . .
Student: I never would have fallen asleep in
class.

Other possible sentence beginnings:
If I hadn’t misunderstood you, . . .
If I hadn’t accidentally hit the wrong key, . . .
If I hadn’t been looking the other way, . . .
If I hadn’t lost my balance, . . .
If I hadn’t forgotten my keys, . . .
If I hadn’t walked past you, . . .
If I hadn’t been so annoyed, . . .
If I hadn’t been thinking about something
else, . . .

Variation: This activity may be done as a class, in
pairs or small groups, or as a game with
competing teams. The team with the most
number of appropriate sentence endings is the
winner.

7. What Came Before? ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Write on the board the final line of a
conversation. For example:
I’m sorry. I must have been in the shower.

Other possible final lines:
I’m sorry. I must have been very tired.
I’m sorry. I must have misunderstood what
you said.
I’m sorry. I must have been thinking about
someone else.
I’m sorry. I must have been thinking about
something else.

c. Have each pair create a conversation ending
with that line. For example:
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A. You do realize what you just did?! You told
me to come right over, but when I rang the
doorbell, you didn’t answer!
B. I’m sorry. I must have been in the shower.

d. Call on pairs to present their conversations
to the class, and compare everybody’s
versions.
Variation: Have students continue their
conversations to see what happens next.

Have students answer the questions in pairs, in
small groups, or as a class.
Variation: For written homework, have students
write about something they did accidentally.
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Text Pages 150–151
Why?

READING Marcia’s Bad Day

What did Marcia decide to do that evening?
What should she have done?
Why?
What shouldn’t Marcia have even done in
the first place?
Why?

FOCUS
• Review: Should have
• Review: Past Unreal Conditional

NEW VOCABULARY
garbage pail
mess
nearby
stay up late
traffic jam

READING CHECK-UP
TRUE, FALSE,

OR

MAYBE?

1. True
2. True
3. Maybe
4. True
5. True

CHOOSE

READING THE STORY
Optional: Preview the story by having students
talk about the story title and/or illustrations.
You may choose to introduce new vocabulary
beforehand, or have students encounter the new
vocabulary within the context of the reading.

1. b

5. a

2. b

6. b

3. a

7. b

4. a

8. a

READING EXTENSION

1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the story is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.

What Are They Saying?

2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of vocabulary.

2. Have students role-play a conversation
between Marcia and a friend. For example:

3. Check students’ comprehension, using some
or all of the following questions:
How did Marcia decide to get to work?
What should she have done?
Why?
Where did Marcia decide to have lunch?
Where should she have gone?
Why?
What did Marcia decide to do about taking
out the garbage?
What should she have done?
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1. Divide the class into pairs.

Friend:
Marcia:
Friend:
Marcia:

How was your day?
It was terrible.
What happened?
Well, I drove to work, and I got
stuck in a terrible traffic jam.
Friend: That’s too bad. If you had taken
the train, you wouldn’t have
gotten stuck in traffic.
Marcia: I’m sure you’re right.
Etc.

3. Have students present their role plays to the
class.
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LISTENING
Listen and choose where the conversation
is taking place.
1. A. Do you realize what you just did?
B. No. What did I just do?
A. You put too much pepper in the soup. Our
customers will be sneezing all night!
B. Oh. I’m sorry. I must have had my mind
on something else.
2. A. I’m sorry. I must have thought this seat
was mine.
B. That’s okay. Don’t worry about it. I’m
getting off soon anyway.
3. A. You know, I really don’t feel like shopping
today. Could we go someplace else and
take a walk?
B. Sure. That’s fine with me.

5. A. Excuse me. You just put my shirts in your
machine.
B. I did?
A. Yes, you did.
B. I’m really sorry. I thought they were
mine.
6. A. If I had known this was going to be so
boring, I wouldn’t have bought a ticket.
B. I agree. I wouldn’t have bought one
either.
Answers
1. a
2. a
3. b
4. a
5. b
6. b

4. A. What are you going to have?
B. I’m not sure. If I hadn’t had the chicken
every day last week, I’d have the chicken.
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Text Pages 152–153: You Seem Upset. Is Anything Wrong?
1. Exercise 1: Call on two students to present
the dialog. Then do Choral Repetition and
Choral Conversation practice.

FOCUS
• Review: Past Tense and Present Perfect
Tense

2. Exercise 2: Introduce the word chicken pox.
Same as above.

• Review: Since and For

3. Exercises 3–12: Either Full-Class Practice
or Pair Practice.

INTRODUCING THE MODEL
1. Have students look at the model illustration.
2. Set the scene: “Two friends are talking.”
3. Present the model.
4. Full-Class Repetition.

New Vocabulary
3.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.

out of order
unemployed
at night
wisdom teeth
overnight train
the past week

5. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of vocabulary.
6. Group Choral Repetition.
7. Choral Conversation.
8. Call on one or two pairs of students to present
the dialog.
(For additional practice, do Choral
Conversation in small groups or by rows.)

SIDE BY SIDE EXERCISES
Examples
1. A. You seem upset. Is anything wrong?
B. Yes. My father is in the hospital.
A. I’m sorry to hear that. How long has
he been in the hospital?
B. For a week.
A. I know how upset you must be. I
remember when MY father was in the
hospital. Is there anything I can do to
help?
B. Not really. But thanks for asking.
2. A. You seem upset. Is anything wrong?
B. Yes. My children have chicken pox.
A. I’m sorry to hear that. How long have
they had chicken pox?
B. Since last Friday.
A. I know how upset you must be. I
remember when MY children had chicken
pox. Is there anything I can do to help?
B. Not really. But thanks for asking.
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Language Note
Exercise 3: When service machines such as
elevators, vending machines, and copy
machines are temporarily broken, we say
they are out of order.

WORKBOOK
Pages 144–145
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1. Review: For or Since? ★
a. Write on the board:

model and Exercises 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12.
Encourage students to explain the rationale
for their advice. For example:
Exercise 4: Her cat is lost.

for
since

Teacher: What’s your advice?
Student: She should put a sign up in her
neighborhood that describes her
cat and tells when it disappeared.
Teacher: Why do you think so?
Student: If she puts up a sign, someone in
her neighborhood might recognize
the cat and know where it is.

b. Say time expressions such as those below and
have students rephrase them with for or since.
For example:
Teacher: two days
Student: for two days
Teacher: the other day
Student: since the other day

Time expressions:
yesterday
a month
a few minutes
this morning
2001
the past week
I got married
several weeks
a long time
a quarter to four
four years
Wednesday
last month
three days
five and a
half weeks
ten o’clock
last night

(since)
(for)
(for)
(since)
(since)
(for)
(since)
(for)
(for)
(since)
(for)
(since)
(since)
(for)
(for)
(since)

Variation: Do the activity as a game with
competing teams.

2. What’s Your Advice? ★★
a. Write on the board:
What’s your advice?
Why do you think so?

b. The characters on text pages 152 and 153 are
having some problems. Ask the class to give
some helpful advice to the characters in the

3. Finish the Sentence! ★★
Either read cues such as those below, or write
them on cards or a handout for students. For
each cue, call on one or more students to finish
the sentence any way they wish. For example:
Teacher: When George is nervous, he
usually . . .
Student: walks back and forth.
or
gets angry at people.

Variation: Do the activity as a game with
competing teams. A team gets a point for each
grammatically correct answer.

Cues:
Angela lives in San Francisco. Every day she . . .
Bob and his friend Peter decided to skip school
today. Right now they . . .
Jane wants to go to college next year. Right now
she . . .
Sue didn’t have time to finish her homework last
night, but she’s sure . . .
Tina just got into her car to drive to the airport.
She hopes . . .
Walter is afraid of thunder and lightning. He
hopes . . .
Donald has been working late every night this
week. He hopes . . .
Sheila won’t be home this evening because . . .
David can’t swim, but he wishes . . .
Bill forgot to wish his boss “Happy Birthday.” He
wishes . . .
I can’t believe it! I lost my wallet yesterday while
...
(continued)
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You’ll never guess what happened this morning.
I was driving my car to work when . . .
Tom didn’t do very well on his science test.
He wishes . . .
Somebody broke into Linda’s apartment
while . . .
Shirley is looking forward to . . .
Ted is afraid of riding in an airplane because . . .
Robert can’t come over and visit because . . .
A lot of people waited for the bus, but . . .
We thought the teacher was in a bad mood
because . . .
Danny had hoped to go to college, but . . .
Mr. Martinez tried calling his wife several times,
but . . .
Jane took the TV back to the store where she
bought it because . . .
Michael reads the newspaper every morning
because . . .
William had trouble falling asleep last night
because . . .
Hello, Jim. This is Sally. I’d like to return the
hammer that . . .
I can’t remember where . . .
I’m very confused. I have no idea why . . .
I asked Mrs. Peters where her son was. She said
that . . .
My boss just offered me a raise! She told me
that . . .
The police came to our house last night. They
asked us if . . .
I love my new bicycle. It’s the best bicycle that
...
My aunt always said that Chicago was the
nicest city that she . . .
Someone stopped me on the street this
morning and asked me . . .
If Mr. Lee hadn’t learned English while he was a
student, . . .
If I don’t start exercising more, . . .
If Alice had known how to type, . . .
If Alan doesn’t find a job soon, . . .
If I hadn’t taken this course, . . .
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4. Create a Story ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Have each pair chose one exercise on text
pages 152–153 and use their imagination to
tell a story about the situation. Encourage
them to use as many past tenses as
possible.
c. Have students share their stories with the
class.

5. In Common ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs and have students
ask each other questions based on the
situations in the exercises on text pages 152
and 153. For example:
Has your computer ever been broken? What
happened?
Have you ever had chicken pox? How long were
you sick?
Has the elevator in your building ever been out
of order? What happened?
Have you ever lost a pet? Did you find it?
Have you ever been unemployed? For how
long?
Have you ever had trouble sleeping at night?
What did you do about it?
Have you ever had a bad landlord? What were
your experiences with this person?
Have you ever lost your passport? How did
you lose it? Did you find it?
Have you ever had problems with
cockroaches? Tell about it.

b. Have students interview each other and then
report to the class about what experiences
they have in common. For example:
We both have had problems with our
computers. As a matter of fact, we both lost
all our files because our computers crashed.
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Text Pages 154–155: Could You Possibly Give Me a Hand?
FOCUS
• Review of Two-Word Verbs
• Review of Conditionals

INTRODUCING THE MODEL
1. Have students look at the model illustration.
2. Set the scene: “Gary has a problem. He’s
calling his friend Carlos. Gary hopes Carlos
will be able to help him.”
3. Present the model.
4. Full-Class Repetition.
Pronunciation Note
The pronunciation focus of Chapter 10 is
Would you & Could you (text page 158).
You may wish to model this pronunciation
at this point and encourage students to
incorporate it into their language practice.
Could you possibly come over and give
me a hand?
5. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the expression
give me a hand.
Language Note
Listen, Carlos,: This form of address can
imply informality, urgency or, as in this
lesson, both.
6. Group Choral Repetition.
7. Choral Conversation.
8. Call on one or two pairs of students to
present the dialog.
(For additional practice, do Choral
Conversation in small groups or by rows.)

SIDE BY SIDE EXERCISES
Examples
1. A. Hello, Melissa? This is Grandma.
B. Hi, Grandma. How are you?
A. I’m okay. Listen, Melissa, I’m having
trouble hooking up my DVD player.
Could you possibly come over and
give me a hand?
B. I’m really sorry, Grandma. I’m afraid
I can’t come over right now. I’m on
my way to a job interview. If I
weren’t on my way to a job interview,
I’d be GLAD to help you hook it up.
A. Don’t worry about it. If I had known
you were on your way to a job
interview, I wouldn’t have called you
in the first place!
2. A. Hello, Jasmine? This is Michael.
B. Hi, Michael. How are you?
A. I’m okay. Listen, Jasmine, I’m having
trouble figuring out the math
homework. Could you possibly come
over and give me a hand?
B. I’m really sorry, Michael. I’m afraid
I can’t come over right now. I have
to finish my history paper. If I didn’t
have to finish my history paper, I’d be
GLAD to help you figure it out.
A. Don’t worry about it. If I had known
you had to finish your history paper,
I wouldn’t have called you in the
first place!

1. Exercise 1: Call on two students to present
the dialog. Then do Choral Repetition and
Choral Conversation practice.
2. Exercise 2: Same as above.
3. Exercises 3–9: Either Full-Class Practice or
Pair Practice.
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New Vocabulary
5. income tax return
7. front door
8. program (v)
practice (n)
9. about to
wallpaper

WORKBOOK
Pages 146–151

4. Exercise 10: Have students use the model as
a guide to create their own conversations,
using vocabulary of their choice. Encourage
students to use dictionaries to find new words
they want to use. This exercise can be done
orally in class or for written homework. If you
assign it for homework, do one example in
class to make sure students understand what’s
expected. Have students present their
conversations in class the next day.

1. Verb Review: Well, Somebody Must
Have ★★
a. Write the following conversation model on the
board:
A. Did you
?
B. No, I didn’t. In fact, I didn’t even realize
had been
.
A. Well, somebody must have
because
.
,
B. Well, I don’t know who
but it wasn’t me!

Cues:

turn down the heat

build a snowman in the yard

invite Aunt Mabel for dinner

turn on the air conditioner

b. Write cues on cards. Call on a pair of
students to come to the front of the room.
One student picks a card and begins the
conversation based on the model on the
board. For example:

clean up the kitchen

pour grease down the sink

turn down the heat
A. Did you turn down the heat?
B. No, I didn’t. In fact, I didn’t even realize
the heat had been turned down.
A. Well, somebody must have turned it
down because it’s freezing in here.
B. Well, I don’t know who turned it down, but
it wasn’t me!
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pay the rent this month

take the clothes off the line
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order a pizza

Okay so far?
Are you following me?
Are you with me?

use up all the tea

fix the faucet

Tell students who are watching and listening
to the demonstration that if they want the
person to repeat something, they can use one
of these expressions:

wake up the children

do the laundry

throw out my homework

move the refrigerator
change the wallpaper
in the living room

2. Giving Instructions ★★★
a. Have each student choose a task one does
around the house that he or she has
mastered—for example, replacing a faucet or
a window, hanging wallpaper, cutting
someone’s hair, waxing floors, changing a tire.
b. For homework, have students prepare a 3–5
minute presentation explaining how the task
is done. Suggest that students outline:
the tools or materials,
the steps required in performing the task.

c. In the next class, have students take turns
teaching the class by giving their presentations
(without reading directly from their notes).
Put the following phrases on the board and
have students practice saying them. Tell the
person giving the demonstration to use these
phrases as he or she is explaining in order to
make sure the others understand:

Could you please repeat that?
Would you please repeat that?
I’m sorry. I didn’t follow you.
Would you say that again?

3. Skills in Common ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs, and have students
ask each other questions based on the
situations presented in the exercises on text
pages 154 and 155. For example:
Do you know how to program a cell phone?
Do you know how to set up a computer?
Do you know how to hook up a DVD player?
Do you know how to put up a satellite dish?
Do you know how to fill out an income tax
return?
Do you know how to replace a lock?

b. Have students interview each other and then
report to the class about what expertise
they have in common. For example:
We both know how to set up a computer.
But neither of us can hook up a DVD player!

4. Begin the Sentence! ★★
a. Say the endings to sentences and have
students add appropriate beginnings, paying
attention to the verb tenses. For example:
Teacher: . . . I wouldn’t have paid you in the
first place!
Student: If I had known you couldn’t finish
the job, I wouldn’t have paid you in
the first place!
(continued)
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b. Other possible endings:
. . . we wouldn’t have applied in the first place!
. . . she wouldn’t have tried in the first place!
. . . I wouldn’t have called you in the first place!
. . . I wouldn’t have done the homework in the
first place!
. . . they wouldn’t have asked you in the first
place!
. . . I wouldn’t have told you the secret in the
first place!

Variation: This activity may be done as a class, in
pairs or small groups, or as a game with
competing teams.

5. Dictate and Discuss ★★
a. Divide the class into pairs or small groups.
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b. Dictate sentences such as the following and
have students discuss them:
DVD players are too difficult to hook up.
It’s very easy to set up a new computer.
Most people don’t know how to use most of
the programs on their computers.
It’s important to know how to fix things
around the house.
Everyone should be able to fill out an income
tax return.
Satellite dishes are great inventions.

c. Call on students to share their opinions with
the rest of the class.
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Text Pages 156–157
What kind of work did Stanley do before he
became a chef?
Did Stanley’s friends think he should quit
his job at the post office?
What did they tell him?
Did Stanley listen to their advice?
What did he decide to do?
What did he do after he saved all his
money?
What happened?
Why is Stanley glad he didn’t listen to his
friends?

READING Decisions

• Review of Wish-Clauses
• Review of Conditionals
• Review of the Past and Past Perfect Tenses

NEW VOCABULARY

What did Kelly’s parents think about her
decision to buy a used car?
What did they tell her?
Did Kelly follow her parents’ advice?
What happened?
Is she sorry?
What does Kelly wish?

after a few seconds
crazy
insist
“lemon”
ski instructor
ski resort
slope
urge

What did Jason’s ski instructor insist?
What did she tell him?
Did Jason follow her advice?
What happened?
What does Jason wish?
Why?

READING THE STORY
READING CHECK-UP
Optional: Preview the story by having students
talk about the story title and/or illustrations.
You may choose to introduce new vocabulary
beforehand, or have students encounter the new
vocabulary within the context of the reading.

TRUE, FALSE,

2. False
3. Maybe

2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of vocabulary.

6. Maybe

The expression open a small restaurant
means to start a small-restaurant business.
The word lemon is informally used to refer
to a new car that has required more than
the usual amount of repairs and appears
to be of poor quality.
3. Check students’ comprehension, using some
or all of the following questions:

MAYBE?

1. False

1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the story is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.

Language Notes

OR

4. False
5. True

CHOOSE
1. b
2. a
3. a
4. b
5. a
6. b

CHAPTER 10
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READING EXTENSION
1. What Are They Saying?
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Have students write conversations
between the following characters:
Stanley and one of his friends from the
post office
Kelly and her parents
Jason and his ski instructor

c. Have students present their conversations
to the class.
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2. Student Discussion
In pairs or small groups, have students
discuss the following questions
Do you remember a time when you had to
make an important decision and people
gave you advice?
What did people tell you?
Why did they say that?
Did you follow their advice?
What happened?
Do you think you made the right decision?
Why or why not?
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Text Page 158
PRONUNCIATION Would you
& Could you

Would you & Could you: In spoken
English, the final [d] sound of would and
could joins with the beginning [y] sound of
you to form a [j] sound.

Focus on Listening
Practice the sentences in the left column. Say
each sentence or play the audio one or more times.
Have students listen carefully and repeat.

2. Have students share their sentences with the
class.

1. Finish the Sentence ★★
Begin a sentence, and have students add
appropriate endings to the sentence. For
example:
Teacher: I feel like . . .
Student: going to the beach.
Teacher: If I had known you were home, . . . .
Student: I wouldn’t have called you at work.

Other sentence beginnings:
Focus on Pronunciation
Practice the sentences in the right column.
Have students say each sentence and then listen
carefully as you say it or play the audio.
If you wish, have students continue practicing
the sentences to improve their pronunciation.

You just . . .
How long have . . .
She’s having trouble . . .
If they hadn’t seen it, . . .
If she had known, . . .
They’d get tired of . . .

Variation: This activity may be done as a class, in
pairs or small groups, or as a game with
competing teams.

2. What’s Wrong? ★★★
Have students write their journal entries at
home or in class. Encourage students to use a
dictionary to look up words they would like to
use. Students can share their written work with
other students if appropriate. Have students
discuss what they have written as a class, in
pairs, or in small groups.

WORKBOOK
Check-Up Test: Pages 152–153

CHAPTER SUMMARY

GRAMMAR

a. Divide the class into pairs or small groups.
b. Write several sentences such as the following
on the board or on a handout. Some of the
sentences should be correct, and others
incorrect. For example:
Her wisdom tooth are broken.
They just finished the book.
We don’t feel like to see that movie.
If they hadn’t visited the museum yesterday,
they would have gone with you today.
If she hasn’t already seen it, she would have
wanted to see it today.
If he had been at work all day, he would hear
the news.
I’d suppose she’d get tired of going to the
theater, if she had gone to the theater
every day.
If they’ve known, they would have called you
earlier.
(continued)

1. Have students identify the verbs in each
grammar box. Then have students compose a
new sentence using that verb in that tense.
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If you hadn’t told me, I never would have
guessed.
I haven’t been there since two days.
They’ve watched that show since it first
began.
He’s studied English for he came to this
country.

b. Have students take turns dictating their
sentences to the class. Everybody writes
down that student’s sentence.
c. When the dictation is completed, call on
different students to write the sentence on
the board to check the spelling.

3. Sentence Creation ★★★

c. The object of the activity is for students to
identify incorrect sentences and then correct
them.

a. Have students try to create as many logical
sentences as possible with the verbs and
nouns listed on text page 158.

d. Have students compare their answers.

b. Have students read their sentences to the
class.

Variation: Do the activity as a game with
competing teams. The team that completes the
task successfully in the shortest time is the
winner.

KEY VOCABULARY
Have students ask you any questions about the
meaning or pronunciation of the vocabulary. If
students ask for the pronunciation, repeat after
the student until the student is satisfied with
his or her own pronunciation.

1. Do You Remember the Words? ★
Check students’ retention of the vocabulary
depicted on the opening page of Chapter 10 by
doing the following activity:
a. Have students open their books to text page
145 and cover the list of vocabulary words
and phrases.
b. Either call out a number and have students
tell you the word or phrase, or say a word or
phrase and have students tell you the
number.
Variation: You can also do this activity as a game
with competing teams.

2. Student-Led Dictation ★★
a. Tell each student to choose a word or phrase
from the Key Vocabulary list on text page 158
and make a sentence with it.
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c. The student who uses the greatest number of
words from the lesson wins.

4. Drawing Game ★★
a. Write down on two sets of cards any of the
nouns in the list on student text page 158
that you feel can be drawn easily.
b. Divide the class into two teams. Have each
team sit together in a different part of the
room.
c. Place each set of cards on a table or desk in
front of the room. Also place a pad of paper
and pencil next to each team’s set of cards.
d. When you say “Go!” a person from each team
comes to the table, picks a card from that
team’s pile, draws the item on the card, and
shows the drawing to the rest of the team.
The team then guesses what the word is.
e. When a team correctly guesses a word,
another team member picks a card and draws
the word written on that card.
f. Continue until each team has guessed all the
words in their pile.
g. The team that guesses the words in the
shortest time wins the game.

5. Finish the Sentence Line Up ★★
a. Write verbs from the verb list on student
text page 158 on the board.
b. Have students line up in two rows opposite
each other.
c. Have the first student in the left row begin a
sentence with one of the verbs on the board.
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The opposite student in the right row must
complete the sentence. For example:
Student 1: I assembled . . .
Student 2: my bicycle.

d. Then have the next student in the right-hand
row begin a sentence with another verb, and
the opposite student in the left row
completes it. For example:
Student 3: I deleted . . .
Student 4: my file.

e. Continue going back and forth until all the
students have had an opportunity to begin or
complete a sentence.

CHAPTER 10
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1. Dialog Builder! ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Write several lines on the board from
conversations in Chapter 10 such as the
following:
Could you possibly give me a hand?
I’m sorry to hear that.
Thanks for asking.
To be honest, . . .
I suppose . . .

c. Have each pair create a conversation
incorporating those lines. Students can
begin and end their conversations any way
they wish, but they must include those lines
in their dialogs.
d. Call on students to present their
conversations to the class.

2. Consequences ★★

Bob had an accident because he wasn’t paying
attention while he was driving.
Monica missed her plane because she was
stuck in traffic.
Gloria lost her job because she always arrived
late for work.
Michael broke his leg because he skied down
an advanced slope.

3. Mystery Conversations ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Write the following on the board:
You just

!

c. Write roles such as the following on cards and
give one to each pair of students:
a parent and a child

a teacher and a
student

two neighbors

two drivers

a. Give the class a situation. For example:
“Jane failed her driver’s education test
because she didn’t study.”

a boss and an
employee

a taxi driver and a
passenger

b. Start the chain by saying to Student A:
“If she had studied, . . .”

a nurse and a patient

a ski instructor and a
student

c. Student A adds an appropriate ending (for
example, “she would have passed the test”)
and then starts a new sentence with the
same clause for the next student to
complete. For example:
Student A: she would have passed the
test.
(to Student B): If she had passed the test. . .
Student B: she would have been able to
get a part-time job after
school.
(to Student C): If she had been able to get a
part-time job after school, . . .

Variation: You can repeat the activity using any
of the following situations:
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d. Have each pair create a short dialog that
contains the line “You just
!”
somewhere in the conversation. The dialogs
should be appropriate for the roles the
students have on their cards.
e. Have each pair present their dialog to the
class. Then have the other students guess
who the people are: Are they two drivers?
Is a teacher talking to a student?
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WORKBOOK ANSWER KEY AND LISTENING SCRIPTS
WORKBOOK PAGE 139
A. WHAT’S THE ANSWER?
1. b
6. b
2. a
7. a
3. b
8. a
4. a
9. a
5. b
10. b
B. WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?
1. eating, ate
2. you’d, going, went
3. watching, hadn’t watched, I’d
4. done/washed, doing/washing, to do/to wash

WORKBOOK PAGE 140
C. WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?
1. to see
2. seeing
3. seen
4. saw
5. seeing
6. wouldn’t see
7. seeing
8. seeing
9. to see
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

going
going
going
went
to go/going
to go/going
went
going
go
to go

WORKBOOK PAGE 142
E. THEY NEVER WOULD HAVE DONE THAT!
1. she hadn’t hit
would have deleted
2. he hadn’t been
would have driven
3. I hadn’t had
would have gotten
4. we hadn’t misunderstood
would have been
5. he hadn’t decided
would have forgotten

6. she hadn’t thought
would have put
7. they hadn’t mixed up
would have erased

WORKBOOK PAGE 144
H. WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?
1. has he been
For
2. has it had
Since
3. have you been having trouble
Since
4. have you been feeling
Since
5. have they hurt
For
6. has it been
Since
7. have they been
For
8. has she wanted to buy
Since

WORKBOOK PAGE 145
I. WHAT’S WRONG?
1. since
2. for
3. since
4. For
5. since
6. since
7. for
8. for
9. since
10. for
J. LISTENING
Listen and complete the sentences.
1. My fax machine has been broken since . . .
2. My son has had chicken pox for . . .
3. Our elevator has been out of order since . . .
4. My passport has been missing since . . .
5. We’ve been having trouble communicating
for . . .
6. He’s refused to fix our shower for . . .
7. We’ve wanted to sell our house since . . .
8. I’ve been having problems with my VCR for . . .
9. My wisdom teeth have hurt since . . .
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7. b
8. a
9. b

WORKBOOK PAGE 146
K. WHAT’S THE ANSWER?
1. a
6. b
2. b
7. b
3. b
8. a
4. a
9. a
5. a
10. b
L. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES
1. didn’t have to
2. were
3. putting, weren’t
4. hadn’t
5. weren’t, I’d
6. figuring, I’d
7. weren’t, to, I’d
8. were having, had known, were having, would
have

WORKBOOK PAGE 148
N. WHAT’S THE WORD?
1. to
2. by
3. on
4. up
5. into
6. out
7. about
8. of
9. in, with
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

up
by
with
about, to
of
in
past
at
off
from
on

WORKBOOK PAGE 149
O. WHAT’S THE WORD?
1. balance
2. passport
3. wallpaper
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

suspect
tie
slipped
ingredients
wisdom
move out
allergic
quit
misunderstood
hamster, mess
scrap
unemployed
tournament
rewind
delete, files

WORKBOOK PAGE 150
P. LISTENING
Read the questions. Listen to the each
passage. Then answer the questions.
Jeff ’s Problem
When I was unhappy with my job last month, my
friend told me not to complain to him. He said I
should tell my boss how I felt. So I decided to take
my friend’s advice. I made an appointment with my
boss and told her why I didn’t like my job. My boss
listened quietly for a while, and then she told me
why she wasn’t satisfied with my work. She said I
worked much too slowly, I made too many mistakes,
and I complained too much. She told me she
thought we’d both be happier if I worked someplace
else. I’m very sorry I listened to my friend’s advice.
If I hadn’t listened to his advice, I wouldn’t have
been fired and I wouldn’t be out of work right now.
Answers
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. b
Amy and Tom
I started going out with Tom when I was a
teenager. We fell in love with each other when we
were in high school. When I was 25 years old, Tom
asked me to marry him, and I accepted. My
parents urged me not to marry Tom. They told me
if I married Tom, I’d always regret it. They said he
didn’t work hard enough, he wasn’t serious enough,
and he would never be successful. Well, I’m glad I
didn’t follow my parents’ advice, and so are they.
Tom and I have been married for 20 years, and
we’ve been very happy. Tom has a good job, and
he’s a wonderful husband and father. Our sons are
teenagers now, and my parents are a little
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concerned about them because they aren’t serious
enough. But I’m not worried about my sons at all.
They’re just like their father used to be.
Answers
5. b
6. a
7. b
8. b
Q. OUT OF PLACE
1. date
2. snowman
3. mural
4. apology
5. poodle
6. customer
7. discovered
8. cactus
9. usher
10. promoted
11. assemble
12. aggressive
13. register
14. accident
15. confused

WORKBOOK PAGE 151
S. HAVE YOU HEARD?
Listen and complete the sentences.
1. When are you going to wash . . .
2. You’re right.
3. Someday . . .
4. My answer is long.
5. That’s light.
6. It’s time to watch . . .
7. Have you hurt . . .
8. I hate chopping . . .
9. My brother’s voice . . .
10. I’ve heard . . .
11. Why haven’t you written . . .
12. Alexander brushes . . .
Answers
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. a
5. a
6. b

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

b
a
b
b
a
b

WORKBOOK PAGES 152–153
CHECK-UP TEST: Chapters 9-10
A.
1. has it
2. didn’t you
3. were there
4. do we
5. doesn’t he
6. will they
7. did you
8. can’t you
9. aren’t I
10. won’t you
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

She hasn’t called in a long time, has she!
That was a boring movie, wasn’t it!
You’re right. She does work hard, doesn’t she!
He will be a fine doctor someday, won’t he!
They do taste wonderful, don’t they!

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Where will you be staying?
When did you get engaged?
How much did you spend?
How long has he been cooking?
How many times did she mention me?
What were you assembling?
Why does he go to the gym?

D.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

seeing
seeing
seen
saw
hadn’t seen
to see

E.
Listen and complete the sentences.
Ex. I’m sorry I drove past your house. I must
have had my mind on something else. If I
hadn’t had my mind on something else, . . .
1. If I hadn’t taken a walk yesterday, . . .
2. I can’t believe I deleted all my files. I must
have hit the wrong key. If I hadn’t hit the
wrong key, . . .
3. I’m sure you’d get tired of going dancing . . .
4. If I had known your relatives were visiting, . . .
5. If I weren’t on my way to a concert, . . .
Answers
1. a
2. b
3. b

4. a
5. b

CHAPTER 10
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Text Pages 159–162: Side by Side Gazette
FEATURE ARTICLE
Technology in Our Lives
PREVIEWING THE ARTICLE
1. Have students talk about the title of the
article and the accompanying photographs.
2. You may choose to introduce the following
new vocabulary beforehand, or have students
encounter it within the context of the article:
air conditioning
analyze
aspect
ATM (automated teller machine)
bar code
check out
checkout line
computer chip
computerized cash register
contact
credit card
data
deposit
destination
diagnose
dial
digital camera
dramatically
enable
enter
government
homeowner
implant
in the years ahead
instantly
Internet shopping
issue
medical condition
miniature
needs
online banking
operator
pocket
privacy
product packaging
protect
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punch
receiver
record (v)
remote
role
satellite communication
scan
scanner
skin
store (v)
surgery
swallow
transaction
withdraw

READING THE ARTICLE
1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the article is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.
2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of new vocabulary.
3. Check students’ comprehension by having
them answer these questions:
How have telephones changed?
How has the checkout line changed in
grocery stores and supermarkets?
How have bank transactions changed?
What are three examples of how technology
has improved our lives?
What new technology will the future bring?
What are some of the problems related to
living with technology?

1. Brainstorm ★★
a. Divide the class into several teams. Have
students brainstorm all the ways they use
technology in their daily life.
b. Have the teams share their lists with the
class. Write any new vocabulary on the board.
The team with the longest list wins.
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2. Think Back! ★★★
Have student trace the changes in technology in
their own lives.
a. Divide the class into small groups.
b. Depending on the age of your class, tell
students to think back 10, 15, or even 20
years. Have students discuss the following
questions:
How old were you?
What kind of telephone did you use?
How did you contact people who lived far
away?
What did you do for fun?
How did you get information about the
weather and news?
How did you pay for things?
What technology do you use today that you
didn’t use then?

c. Have students share their ideas with the
class. Write any new vocabulary on the board.

3. Prioritizing Technology ★★
a. Dictate the following items to the class:
ATM
DVD player
online shopping
cell phone
e-mail
digital camera
online banking
personal computer without Internet service
World Wide Web for information

b. Tell students: “For the next year you can only
use three of these. Which three would you
choose, and why?”
c. As a class or in small groups, have students
compare their ideas.

1. True or False Dictation ★
a. Tell students to look carefully at the Fact File
and then close their books.
b. Dictate the following statements:
In 1995, there were fewer than 25 million
users. (False)
In 1998, there were 150 million Internet
users. (True)
In 1999, there were about 225 million
Internet users. (True)
Between 1998 and 2000, the number of
Internet users doubled. (True)
Every year, the number of Internet users
doubles. (False)

c. Have students look at the Fact File again to
check their answers.

2. Opinion Poll ★★
a. Have students think of one question they
would like to ask their classmates about the
Internet. The question should elicit an
opinion. For example:
Is the Internet a good place to meet people?
Should people bank online?
Should people shop online?
How much time should people spend on the
Internet?
Should the government try to control what is
on the Internet?

b. Have students circulate around the
classroom, asking and answering each other’s
questions.
c. For homework, have students write a
summary of their classmates’ opinions and
present it to the class.

FACT FILE Internet Users
(in Millions)
1. Ask students: “When did you begin to use
the Internet?” Write the years on the board.
2. Read the table aloud as the class follows
along.
3. Ask students: “Does this information
surprise you? How do you use the Internet?

SIDE BY SIDE GAZETTE
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AROUND THE WORLD
Technology in Action
1. Before reading the text, you may choose to
introduce the following new words, or have
students encounter then within the context
of the article:
baggage
electricity
identity
innovation
on-board computer
provide
screen
solar batteries
take part
tele-medicine
verify
video conference

2. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the text is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.

b. Have each pair develop one invention idea and
explain it to the class.
c. Have the class discuss each invention. Ask
students the following questions:
How would this invention change your daily life?
Would you buy this invention?
What problems would come with using this
new technology?

INTERVIEW
1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the interview is read aloud by you,
by one or more students, or on the audio
program.
2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the words blood
sugar, computer network, diabetes, exact,
game system, GPS (global positioning
satellite), graphics, instant messaging, lifelike, reading, regularly, telecommute.

3. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of new vocabulary.
4. Have students respond to the questions in
pairs or small groups. Then have students
tell the class what they talked about. Write
any new vocabulary on the board.

Student Interviews ★★★
1. Have students interview each other using the
question in the interview—“How has technology
changed your life?”
2. Have students share with the class an
interesting fact they learned about their partner.

1. Categorize! ★★
As a class, in pairs, or in small groups, have
students think about which kinds of technology
depicted on student text page 160 are
especially useful in the following situations:
remote areas
locations that need excellent security
international businesses
hospitals

2. Just Imagine! ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs. Have students
respond to the question: “What is a new
invention we need?”
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FUN WITH IDIOMS

a software bug
a computer virus
a frozen computer
out of memory
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INTRODUCTION AND PRACTICE
For each idiom, do the following:
1. Have students look at the illustration.
2. Present the idiom. Say the expression and
have the class repeat it chorally and
individually. Check students’ pronunciation
of the words.

DO YOU KNOW THESE EXPRESSIONS?
Have students match the expressions with their
meanings.

3. Computer Tales ★★★
a. In small groups, have students discuss the
following questions:
Have you ever had a bug in your computer?
Has your computer ever frozen?
Has your computer ever had a virus? How did
it get it? What did you do to fix it?
What do you do when your computer is out of
memory?
Have you ever lost work on your computer?
What happened?

b. Have students share some of their more
interesting experiences with the class.

Answers
1. c

WE’VE GOT MAIL!

2. a
3. d

THE LETTER TO SIDE BY SIDE

4. b

1. Line Prompts ★★
Call out the following line prompts and have
students respond with “must” and an
appropriate idiom. For example:
Nothing is happening on my computer!
(It must be frozen.)
My computer won’t hold any more information.
(It must be out of memory.)
There’s something wrong with this software!
(It must have a bug in it.)
The system in my computer is infected!
(It must have a virus.)

2. Idiom Challenge! ★★★
a. Divide the class into pairs.
b. Have each pair create a conversation in which
they use as many of the idioms from text
page 161 as they can.
c. Have the pairs present their conversations
to the class. Which pair used the most
idioms?

1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the letter is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.
2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of vocabulary.
3. Check students’ comprehension by having
them decide whether these statements are
true or false:
The writer plans to use Side by Side for two
more years. (False)
The writer wants to know how to keep
learning English after completing Side by
Side. (True)

4. Ask students:
What do you think is the best way to
improve your English?
What are some ways to practice English?
Do you want to continue studying English in
school?

THE RESPONSE FROM SIDE BY SIDE
1. Have students read silently, or follow along
silently as the letter is read aloud by you, by
one or more students, or on the audio
program.

SIDE BY SIDE GAZETTE
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2. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of vocabulary.
3. Check students’ comprehension by having
them decide whether these statements are
true or false:
After Side by Side there is no more
grammar to learn. (False)
Through movies and the Internet there are
ways to practice English. (True)

Dictate and Discuss ★★★
1. Dictate the following statements:
The best way to learn English is to live in a country
where people speak English.
You can’t learn a language if you don’t like the
people who speak it.
Studying a little every day is the best way to
learn a language.
The best way to learn a language is to translate.
Listening to English popular music is a good way
to learn the language.
It doesn’t matter if you have an accent when you
speak English.

2. Have students discuss the statements in small
groups. Do they agree or disagree with each
statement?

LISTENING Thank You for

Thank you for calling the Supersonic Electronics
Service Department. Our menu has changed, so
please listen carefully to the following options:
If you are calling about a personal audio device
such as a portable CD player, press 1.
If your call is related to a VCR or DVD player,
press 2.
If you need assistance with a digital camera or
video camcorder, press 3.
If this call is about a cellular phone, press 4.
If you are having a problem with a desktop
computer or a notebook computer, press 5.
If you are calling about a telephone answering
machine, press 6.
If you would like to speak to a customer service
representative, press 7.
If you would like to hear these menu options
again, press 8.
To end this call, please hang up.
Thank you for calling the Supersonic
Electronics Service Department.

Answers
1. b
2. a
3. d
4. f
5. c
6. e

GLOBAL EXCHANGE

Calling the Service Department
1. Check understanding of the words electronics
store, option, personal audio device, portable
CD player, service department.
2. Have students read through the exercise one
time before listening.

LISTENING SCRIPT
These people are calling the service
department of the Supersonic Electronics
store. Listen to the service department’s
automated telephone system. Which
person is going to press each number?
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1. Set the scene: “Grandpa and Sally are having
an instant message conversation on the
Internet.”
2. Have students read silently or follow along
silently as the messages are read aloud by
you, by one or more students, or on the audio
program.
3. Ask students if they have any questions.
Check understanding of the abbreviations
NMU, THX, LOL, G2G, ILU.
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4. Options for additional practice:
• Have students write instant message
conversations in class. Have pairs of
students pass a paper back and forth to
create a conversation. Encourage students
to use abbreviations in their writing.
• Have students correspond with a keypal
using instant messaging on the Internet
and then share their experience with the
class.

WHAT ARE THEY SAYING?

FOCUS
• Technology in Everyday Life
Have students talk about the people and the
situation, and then create role plays based on
the scene. Students may refer back to previous
lessons as a resource, but they should not
simply reuse specific conversations.
Note: You may want to assign this exercise as
written homework, having students prepare
their role plays, practice them the next day with
other students, and then present them to the
class.
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